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Abstract

Iron(III) oxides and oxyhydroxides are among the most reactive minerals in the en-

vironment, with surfaces that become charged when immersed in water. The governing

role of surface charge over interfacial processes such as metal sorption is well under-

stood. However, its role in interfacial redox reactions, such as when metal sorption is

coupled to interfacial electron transfer, is not. This is mainly because surface charge

affects not only the types and densities of surface complexes formed but also their

respective driving forces for electron transfer. An important case is Fe(II)-catalyzed

recrystallization of Fe(III)-oxyhydroxides, in which Fe(II) sorption and interfacial elec-

tron transfer are closely linked.

In this study, we used replica-exchange constant-pH molecular dynamics simula-

tions (Zarzycki, P.; Smith, D. M., Rosso, K. M. J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2015, 11,

1715-1724) to calculate the distance-dependent electrostatic potential at charged (110)

surfaces of goethite particles, assessing its effect on previously computed Fe(II) sorption

and interfacial electron transfer free energies (Zarzycki, P.; Kerisit, S., Rosso, K. M.

J. Phys. Chem. C 2015, 119, 3111-3123). We show that Fe(II) adsorbs preferentially

as an inner-sphere complex on the negatively charged surface, and as an outer-sphere

complex on the positively charged surface due to both the electrostatic repulsion and

high energy barriers that arise from ordered water layers at the interface. The separa-

tion distance between adsorbed Fe(II) and the surface largely dictates adiabatic versus

nonadiabatic electron transfer regimes for this interface. The findings help unravel the

pH-dependence of Fe(II)-catalyzed recrystallization of goethite.

Introduction

Iron oxides and oxyhydroxides are among the most abundant and reactive minerals in the

environment.1,2 When immersed in water, they develop a surface charge due to protona-

tion/deprotonation of surface hydroxyl groups.1–4 Bulk solution pH is thus an important
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master variable controlling the interfacial electrostatics, thermodynamic stability, and sorp-

tion of metal ions.

pH-dependent surface charge along with the distribution of solute counter-ions at the

interface form an electrical double layer that can span tens of nanometers in thickness.5–9

However, the specific interactions that enable chemical reactions at the interface, such as

electron transfer, operate on a much shorter length-scale, on the order of a few Å, which

requires close approach of electron donor/acceptor ions to the surface.6,8 It is thus clear that

to be able to predict whether or not an interface of a metal oxide will react, one needs to

understand the balance between electrostatic and chemical forces at the interface.

For Fe(III)-oxides and oxyhydroxides, one of the most challenging examples of pH-

dependent interfacial electron transfer chemistry is the recrystallization that occurs auto-

catalytically when the oxide is in contact with aqueous Fe(II).10–13 Recently, we have shown

by fitting experimental iron isotopic tracer exchange data11,12 by stochastic simulation that

the extent of goethite (α-FeOOH) recrystallization is dictated by the pH-dependent density

of Fe(II) adsorbed to the surface, a condition that enables Fe(II) to transfer electrons to

goethite Fe(III).13 Using potential of mean force molecular dynamics simulations, various

thermodynamically stable inner and outer-sphere complexes of adsorbed Fe(II) on specific

goethite surfaces at charge neutral conditions were identified.14 What is not yet known is

how many of these surface complexes remain stable when the surfaces become charged. Like-

wise, the corresponding driving force for interfacial electron transfer to the charged surface is

not known, although the spontaneous fluctuations of surface potential were shown to play a

role.15 Despite its obvious relevance, the role of pH-dependent surface electrostatics in these

kinds of interfacial reactivity topics is, generally, rarely addressed on a molecular-level.

Here, we present replica-exchange constant-pH molecular dynamics simulations of a rep-

resentative goethite nanoparticle bearing (110) surfaces in water, to compute electrostatic

surface potential profiles as a function of surface charge, which then can be translated to

their corresponding effects on Fe(II) adsorption and electron transfer across the interface.
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To explore non-neutral surface charge while maintaining a neutral simulation cell overall, an

imbalance in the proton density across the particle is enforced while allowing full relaxation

of surface atoms, water molecules and the equilibrium distribution of surface protons in three

dimensions. The goal is to approximate the effect of pH on the previously calculated free

energy landscape for Fe(II) adsorption and interfacial electron transfer on the (110) surface

in this system.14 Constant-pH molecular dynamics approach (cpHMD) is a rare event sam-

pling method that allows us to efficiently and simultaneously explore protonation space via

Monte Carlo sampling and configuration space via classical molecular dynamics.15

Our computational study provides the first molecular level view of how changes in pH

may affect Fe(II) sorption and its oxidation by goethite (110) faces, enabling a more robust

linkage between molecular simulations and macroscopic observables for the pH-dependence

of Fe(II)-catalyzed recrystallization of goethite.

Methods

Although numerous computational methodologies for charged metal oxides have been pub-

lished (see for instance refs.16–22), there are very few atomistic modeling studies that take

into account surface proton dynamics explicitly.18–20,23–29

A detailed discussion of our constant-pH molecular dynamics algorithm can be found

elsewhere.15 Briefly, our algorithm alternates the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling of the pro-

tonation space and molecular dynamics (MD) sampling of configuration space as typically

implemented in cpHMD.30,31 We used the replica-exchange approach to model dynamical

proton redistribution.15 MD simulations for a newly accepted protonation state were carried

out for 10 ps with a time step δt = 0.001 ps, before attempting to change the protonation

state via the MC part. A new protonation state is the lowest energy replica among several

replicas generated from the current protonation state in the MC protonation step.
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Figure 1: Snapshots of the simulated systems: (a,b) slab geometry of (1̄10) goethite crystal
faces exposed to the aqueous phase and (c,d) goethite nanoparticle in contact with water.
To simulate charged surfaces we imposed a fixed proton imbalance between two mirrored
crystal faces (1̄10) (i.e., proton excess +∆H+ on one face, and a compensating deficiency
−∆H+ on other face, see panel d). The proton imbalance can be translated into the bulk pH
by comparing the simulated and experimental charge densities (see Supporting Information).

Simulation Protocol. We first prepared a goethite nanoparticle that is consistent with

prior atom exchange experiments,10 which principally involve dominant (110) prismatic ter-

minations of needle-shaped crystallites (Pbnm space group notation). To initialize the simu-

lation, we first ensure charge neutrality on any exposed crystal face by protonating all active

surface sites in accordance with to their expected proton affinities (i.e., σ0(hkl) = 0).32 The

goethite and goethite/water interaction parameters were described by the same force-field
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as in our previous work.14,15 After we immersed a charge neutral nanoparticle in a bulk

of the SPC/E water molecules,33,34 we relaxed the initial atomic positions by minimizing

configurational energy using the steepest descent algorithm.35 In the following step, we pre-

pared the charge neutral particle for cpHMD simulations. First, we heated the system to

298 K (Langevin thermostat36,37 with collision frequency γ = 2 ps−1, NVT ensemble) for

0.2 ns. Next, we optimized the denisty (i.e., volume of the computational cell) by running

NPT molecular dynamics for 4 ns (Berendsen thermostat-barostat38). Finally, the cpHMD

simulations were carried out for another 30 ns.

The effect of bulk solution pH at various crystal faces was modeled by imposing a fixed

protonation imbalance (∆H+) between crystallographically equivalent (mirrored) crystal

faces. This is accomplished by shifting a number of protons to one crystal face (proton excess,

+∆H+) at the expense of the proton population at the mirrored crystal face (depleted face,

-∆H+). This enforced proton disproportion allows us to assess the behavior of positively and

negatively charged surfaces in the same simulation, while maintaining nanoparticle (and sim-

ulation cell) charge neutrality. By using the available potentiometric titration data39–41 we

can translate ∆H+ and the surface charge density (σ0) on a given face to the bulk pH value

(see Supporting Information). Our conversion of surface charge to the bulk pH serves only

as a first order approximation because reported surface charging curves are sensitive to the

experimental conditions (type and concentration of the background electrolyte, temperature,

solid loading, particle size/shape and available surface ares).41

Surface protons are free to redistribute only within a given crystal face. In other words,

they are not allowed to migrate between faces and consequently the magnitude of the proton

imbalance is maintained throughout the simulation. This is a major new feature in our

constant-pH molecular dynamics model compared to its original implementation15 in which

surface protons were freely redistributed among all exposed crystal faces.
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Surface Electrostatics. The charge density, electrostatic field, and potential profiles were

obtained directly from the simulation trajectory (see ref.42–46 for details). The charge density

projected onto the y-axis (i.e., normal to surfaces with imposed protonation imbalance) as:

ρ(y) =
N∑

i=1

eqiδ(yi − y) (1)

where the sum runs over all atoms in a computational cell (i.e., i = 1...N), e is the elementary

charge; δ is the Dirac delta function; yi and qi are the atom position projected on the y-

direction and the partial charge assigned to i-atom, respectively. The electrostatic field and

potential are obtained by integrating σ(y), that is:

E(y) =

∫

y

ρ(y)/ε0 dy and ψ(y) = −
∫∫

y

ρ(y)/ε0 dy (2)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity.

Electrostatic Potential Bias on the Fe(II) Sorption. The adsorption free energy

(∆G) can usually be decomposed into van der Waals and electrostatic contributions (∆G =

∆Gvdw + ∆Gelec). In the case of Fe(II) ion sorption, the electrostatic contribution to the

sorption energy profile along y-direction can be approximated by 2eψ(y).

If the adsorption free energy is known for a charge-neutral surface (∆G(0), ∆pH=0), we

can scale it to a charged surface by updating the electrostatic contribution, that is:

∆G(∆pH) =
[
∆G(0)−∆Gelect(0)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆Gvdw

+∆Gelec(∆pH) (3)

The Fe(II)-adsorption free energies for the neutral (110) goethite surface were taken from

our previous work.14 This energy profile was obtained by calculating the potential of mean

force exerted by the oxide surface and water molecules on the hexaquo Fe2+ cation as it

gradually approached goethite surface.14 The hexaquo species is the dominant Fe(II) species
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in solution over most of the pH range of interest to this study (see Supporting Information),

and thus its hydrolysis species were not necessary to explicitly treat in the simulations. The

ensemble average of forces acting on the ion in the direction normal to the surface was

integrated at each distance (i.e., partially constrained dynamics) to obtain the adsorption

free energy (i.e., ∆G(y∗) = −
∫ y∗

∞ 〈fy〉dy).14

Electrostatic Potential Bias on the Interfacial Electron Transfer. The rate of elec-

tron transfer from an inner-sphere adsorbed Fe(II) to Fe(III) at the oxide surface is given by

the adiabatic formula:14,47

kET = κν exp

[
− 1

kBT

(
(∆GET + λ)2

4λ
− VAB

)]
(4)

where ν is a frequency of vibrational mode acting along the nuclear reaction coordinate, λ

is the reorganization energy, ∆GET is the electron transfer free energy, VAB is an electronic

coupling matrix element between reactants and products wave functions. The rate of electron

transfer from an outer-spherically adsorbed Fe(II) to oxide surface is quantified by a non-

adiabatic expression (high-temperature limit):14,47,48

kET =
2π

h̄

|VAB|2√
4πλkBT

exp

[
−(∆GET + λ)2

4λkBT

]
(5)

where κ is the adiabaticity factor and h̄ = h/2π is the reduced Planck constant. A detailed

discussion of ET-parameters can be found elsewhere.14,47–50

∆GET can also be decomposed into van der Waals and electrostatic contributions. The

electrostatic part can be approximated by: ∆Gelec
ET = −e (ψ(y)− ψ(0)) (y is the distance of

sorbed Fe(II) from the surface). The electron transfer free energy obtained for a charged

neutral surface (∆GET (0)) can be scaled to a charged surface (∆GET (∆pH)) as follows:

∆GET (∆pH) = ∆GET (0)−∆Gelect
ET (0)︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆Gvdw
ET

+∆Gelec(∆pH) (6)
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The free energy and solvent reorganization energies for electron transfer from Fe(II)

adsorbed as inner-sphere, or outer-sphere complexes on goethite (110) surfaces were taken

from our previous study.14 These energies were obtained by calculating the adiabatic free

energy profiles (Marcus’ parabolas51) by using the umbrella sampling method developed by

Warshel and co-workers.52–54 In a number of the umbrella windows, the force-field parameters

for the adsorbed Fe(II) and surface Fe(III) were morphed into each other using a linear

coupling scheme.14 Next, the ensemble averages of the energy gap from each window were

used to construct the electron transfer free energy parabola.14,52–55

Results and Discussion

The primary goal of our simulations was to assess the effects of nonzero surface charge on

Fe(II) adsorption energetics and the kinetics of the interfacial electron transfer to Fe(III) in

the (110) goethite surface. Our model should help unravel coupled effects that occur during

Fe(II)-catalyzed goethite recrystallization at different solution conditions by quantifying how

pH affects both Fe(II) adsorption and electron transfer rates from energetically accessible

surface complex geometries.

Imposed Surface Potential Gradient Across the Goethite Particle. In Figure 2a,b

we show electrostatic potential profiles projected onto the axis normal (y) for the proton-

enriched and proton-depleted (110) crystal faces (see Fig. 1c,d). In Figure 2a we showed the

electrostatic potential calculated for a probe charge approaching the positively charged face,

whereas in Figure 2b we show the same for the negatively charged face. The difference in

protonation of two mirrored faces results in a potential gradient across the cell (∆ψ) which,

in addition to its contribution to the interfacial electron transfer free from an adsorbed donor

such as Fe(II), may may also act as a driving force for transfer of donated charge through

the goethite nanoparticle (as electron or hole carriers) between these faces - this aspect was

examined in our previous work in terms of spontaneous potential gradients due to proton
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Figure 2: Electrostatic potential profiles ψ(y) calculated using a probe point charge ap-
proaching the positive (a, ∆H+ > 0) and negative (b, ∆H+ < 0) crystal faces. The electro-
static gradient (∆ψ) across the particle is due to a fixed H+ excess (∆H+ > 0) on one crystal
face at the expense of H+ population on the mirrored one (∆H+ < 0). In panel (c,d) we
show the corresponding effect of the electrostatic potential (ψ(y∗)) on the Fe(II) adsorption
free energy. The potential calculated for particle (a,b) is applied to the Fe(II) adsorption
free energy obtained for (1̄10) crystal face from our previous work.14 We used two distance
parameters: y-coordinate of the computational cell and y∗ is the distance from the (1̄10)
surface.

fluctuations.15

Firstly, from the results it can be observed that the voltage drop between the H+-

imbalanced faces increases with increasing ∆H+ (Fig. 2a,b). Because the proton imbalance

is fixed, the calculated potential jumps across the particle (0.52 V ≤ ∆ψ ≤ 2 V) are much
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larger than expected for a system near equilibrium (see our previous report: ∆ψ ∼ kBT

(26 meV)15). These rather large gradients are nonetheless useful for establishing trends in

the surface potential effect. The bulk pH values corresponding to the imposed ∆H+ can be

estimated by comparing the surface charge density in the simulations with potentiometric

titration data39–41 (see Supporting Information and Tables 1,2). For the maximum ∆H+,

the corresponding bulk solution values are ∼13 for the negatively charged face (proton de-

ficient) and ∼3 for the positively charged face (proton enriched). Lower values of ∆H+

systematically reach into less extreme pH values. From this calibration of our simulation

data to measured surface charge densities we estimate the point of zero charge (PZC) to be

approximately at pH 9.1 (See Supporting Information).

Effects of Surface Potential on Fe(II) Adsorption. In Figure 2c,d the Fe(II) adsorp-

tion free energy is shown for neutral (black line, results taken from our previous study14),

negatively charged (Fig. 2c) and positively charged (Fig. 2d) (110) surfaces. The free energy

profiles from our previous work were computed using the hexaquo Fe(II) aqueous complex,

which is the primary Fe(II) species over the pH range from 0 to 9.5 according to well estab-

lished equilibrium thermodynamics data (see Supporting Information). At higher pH values

the hydrolysis species of Fe(II) become dominant and the system is unstable with respect to

precipitation of reduced or mixed-valent iron oxides.1 These well-known experimental facts

mean that while we explicitly calculate the effect of the bulk solution pH on the surface

charge we do not have to likewise explicitly treat the speciation of Fe(II) and can restrict our

analysis to the hexaquo cation because of its wide stability range. Hence, although higher

effective solution pH values were explored the actual pH range that the present calculations

strictly apply to is pH 0 to 9.5.

As expected, with increasingly larger negative (positive) surface charge Fe(II) is more

strongly electrostatically attracted to (repelled from) the surface. In the case of the charge-

neutral surface, as shown in our previous work the adsorption free energy profile shows
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a subtle barrier between inner- and outer-sphere Fe(II)-complexes,14 which gradually dis-

appears with increasing the negative surface charge. In the extreme hypothetical case of

∆H+=50 (pH > 13, see Table 1) we obtain almost a linear relationship between adsorption

free energy and Fe(II) distance from the surface (Fig. 2c).

This suggests that for neutral to negatively charged goethite surfaces, which would be

relevant only above pH∼9, Fe(II) adsorption would be dominated by inner-sphere complexes,

and interfacial electron transfer kinetics would lie within the adiabatic regime (cf.14). Hence,

for a negatively charged goethite surface, which again remains mostly beyond the relevant

stability range of aqueous Fe(II) ions, interfacial electron transfer would be facile.

In contrast, the positively charged surface decreases inner-sphere Fe(II) adsorption both

by providing additional electrostatic repulsion for an approaching Fe(II) but also by increas-

ing the magnitude of the free energy barriers for forming surface complexes (Fig. 2d). In

particular, the calculations predict that even for a weakly positive surface charge the free

energy barriers between inner- (IS) and outer-sphere (OS) Fe-coordination become more pro-

nounced, with the appearance of additional energy well far from the surface (here referred

as outer-outer-sphere complex, OOS). The calculated height of these barriers (Table 1) is

typically above the available thermal energy (kT) at room temperature, increasing systemat-

ically as bulk solution pH decreases. Their position is dictated by the position of interfacial

water layers,14 which suggests that the energy penalty arises from the strain energy for the

hydrated Fe(II) ion to penetrate the semi-rigid interfacial water layers as it approaches the

surface. It is a manifestation of the hydration forces due to solvent layering.56–58 Collec-

tively, this picture is the molecular level explanation for the rapidly diminishing net sorption

of Fe(II) to goethite surface below the PZC that ceases to amounts below detection by bulk

pH values lower than 4.39–41

The outer-sphere Fe(II)-adsorption minima arise when water in Fe(II) first solvation

sphere fits well into the structure of the hydrogen-bonded network of the interfacial hydration

layers, whereas the barriers arise when there is a large mismatch. The Fe(II)-surface distances
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for IS and OOS vary only slightly among all cases, which confirms that these positions are

dictated by the interfacial water layers, whose positions are relatively insensitive to pH.

Interestingly, for weakly positive surface charge exergonic free energy minima for Fe(II)

adsorption still exist. The minima between barriers are low enough to trap Fe(II) ions near

the surface. However, the barriers to arrive at these states are high enough to maintain

kinetically limited direct access of Fe(II) to the surface (Table 1). In particular, for pH

< PZC (∆H+ >0) the energy barrier between the inner- and outer-sphere geometries is

greater than 6 kT. Hence, Fe(II) is unlikely to reach the inner-sphere geometry - a distance

required for fast interfacial electron transfer in the adiabatic regime. Instead, the electron

transfer from Fe(II) in OS or OOS locations must occur over a relatively large donor-acceptor

distance entailing what would necessarily be orders of magnitude slower rates. For such long-

distances, it is expected that electron transfer would be in the nonadiabatic regime (cf.14).

Table 1: Energy barriers for transitions from outer-sphere to inner-sphere
(OS→IS) and outer-outer-sphere to outer-sphere (OOS→OS) complex geome-
tries of adsorbed Fe(II) ion at pH above PZC (in kT units).

∆Gbarrier [kT] ∆Gbarrier [kT]
∆H+ pH (OS → IS) (OOS → OS)

10 7.8 ± 1.0 6.17 3.09
25 5.7 ± 1.0 8.72 4.96
40 3.9 ± 1.3 9.39 5.50
50 2.7 ± 1.5 10.87 6.84

Effect of surface potential on the electron transfer free energy. In Figure 3a we

show a diagram of electron transfer free energy parabolas (see Marcus theory51,59). In Figure

3b,c we show calculated electron transfer free energy surfaces that take into account varying

surface charge (σ0, ∆H+). These are obtained by adjusting previous results from molecular

dynamics simulations14 for the effect of surface electrostatic potential by scaling the free

energy according to eq. (6). In Table 2 we list corresponding electron transfer rates for

inner- and outer-sphere complexes as a function of bulk phase pH.

The electrostatic potential bias has a stronger influence on the outer-sphere Fe(II) to

13



Table 2: pH-dependent electron transfer rates for inner-sphere complex geome-
try (adiabatic ET, kET (IS)) and outer-sphere surface complex geometries (nona-
diabatic ET, kET (OS)). The values of the bulk pH are approximated by comparing
the surface charge density (σ0) of a simulated particle with the potentiometric
titration data39–41 (see Supporting Information).

∆H+ σ0 [C/m2] pH kET (IS) [1/s] kET (OS) [1/s]
50 0.353 2.7 ± 1.5 127 1.83E-03
40 0.282 3.9 ± 1.3 20.8 1.19E-04
25 0.176 5.7 ± 1.0 7.38 1.33E-05
10 0.071 7.8 ± 1.0 2.01 1.20E-06
0 0.00a 9.1 ± 1.0 1.96E-02 1.75E-09

-10 -0.071 10.2 ± 0.9 9.53E-04 3.90E-11
-25 -0.176 11.1 ± 1.3 1.68E-04 1.19E-12
-40 -0.282 12.8 ± 0.8 2.71E-05 5.07E-14
-50 -0.353 13.4 ± 0.7 2.04E-06 1.08E-15

aPoint of Zero Charge (PZC)
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the parabolic electron transfer potential energy sur-
faces (a). According to the Marcus’ model, the electron transfer rate depends on the reorga-
nization energy (λ), energy barrier (∆G0), and electronic coupling (VAB), see eqs. (4,5). In
panel (b,c) we show the potential energy surfaces for electron transfer between Fe(II) in the
inner-sphere (b) and outer-sphere (c) complex geometry and the nearest surface Fe(III) ion
for various protonation state of the surface (i.e., ∆H+ > 0 positive surface charge, ∆H+ = 0
neutral surface, and ∆H+ < 0 is negatively charged surface). The potential energy surfaces
for the neutral α-FeOOH taken from our previously reported simulations.14

surface Fe(III) electron transfer energetics than the inner-sphere ones. This is because the

magnitude of the potential bias increases with a donor-acceptor separation (see Fig. 2a,b).

There is also an additional effect from the fact that an electron is repelled by the negatively
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Figure 4: Net effect of surface protonation state on the free energy of electron transfer be-
tween Fe(II) in the inner-sphere and outer-sphere complex geometry and the nearest surface
Fe(III) of the (110) crystal face of α-FeOOH. In panel b, we show corresponding electron
transfer rates (∆G taken from panel a, values of other parameters in eqs. (4,5) are taken
from ref.14). The green lines represent hypothetical electron transfer free energy (a) and rate
constant (b) that could be observed experimentally (macroscopic, ensemble averaged). The
values for the charge-neutral case (∆H+=0) are taken from our previous simulations.14 The
values ∆H+ and σ0 on the x-axis are taken from our simulation study, whereas the pH scale
is an approximation based on the experimental titration data (see Supporting Information).

charged surface and attracted by positively charged one - as indicated by the vertical shift in

∆G (products branch, Fig. 3b,c). This trend is the inverse of and opposes the surface charge

effect on Fe(II) ion adsorption, thus complicating interpretation of the ability of goethite

(110) surface to bind and oxidize Fe(II) at various pH values.

In an attempt to place all synergistic and competing effects on the same scale and predict
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the net outcome, in Fig. 4 we show the calculated electron transfer free energies ∆G0 (Fig.

4a) and estimated rates (Fig. 4b) as a function of the bulk pH for the inner- and outer-

sphere sorbed Fe(II). The sign of ∆G is given in the usual sense (>0 means electron transfer

is endergonic, whereas ∆G < 0 is exergonic). As shown in Fig. 4a the outer-sphere ET is

less plausible than inner-sphere ET for all ∆H+ values, consistent with the expectation for

charge-neutral surfaces.14 However, we also need to take into account that at pH < PZC

outer-sphere complexes are much more likely than the inner-sphere complexes, and vice

versa at pH>PZC. This means that at low pH an interfacial electron transfer would have

to be mediated primarily by outer-sphere complexes, whereas at high pH electron transfer

would primarily be mediated by inner-sphere complexes. The net behavior for elementary

interfacial electron transfer steps as a function of pH should thus be well approximated by

the trends shown in green lines in Figure 4.

One interesting result of this analysis is that net interfacial electron transfer rate per

adsorbed Fe(II) becomes approximately independent of pH (Fig. 4b). Our simulation study

suggests that electron transfer occurs via the inner-sphere geometry in the adiabatic regime

at pH > PZC (eq. (4)) and via the outer-sphere Fe(II) geometry in the nonadiabatic regime

at pH < PZC (eq. (5)). In Fig. 4b we show an estimated electron transfer rate in adiabatic

and nonadiabatic regimes for the inner- and outer-spherically adsorbed Fe(II) on the (110)

goethite face. Despite the different mathematical formalisms, the values of the adiabatic rate

constant at high pH are similar to the nonadiabatic rate constant at low pH. One can expect

that as pH increases from the low to high values, the electron transfer rate should smoothly

move from nonadiabatic (pH<PZC) to adiabatic (pH>PZC) regime (green line in Fig. 4b).

The experimental rate constant corresponds to the ensemble-averaged electron transfer rate,

with pH-dependent contribution from both inner- and outer-sphere Fe(II)-configurations. An

analogous, smooth transition is expected on the macroscopic electron transfer free energy

(green line in Fig. 4a). The microscopic experimentally observable rate thus depends more

on the density of adsorbed Fe(II), which varies strongly with pH, rather than the interfacial
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electron transfer rate per Fe(II).

Hence, even at low pH the interfacial ET process is kinetically feasible. However, the

net flux of these steps would be severely limited by a very low density adsorbed Fe(II),

taking the form of dilute outer-sphere complexes. In this pH range, our simulations suggest

a large energy barrier between inner- and outer-sphere complexes that would preclude inner-

sphere complex formation. However, this does not exclude the possibility of Fe(II) oxidation

from outer-sphere complexes, followed by precipitation of product (Fe(III) cations) onto

the surface, possibly driven by structured water molecules at the interface expelling Fe(III)

from their layers. This is fully consistent with experimental sorption studies8 showing that

Fe(II) sorption can occur well below the PZC. Furthermore, isotope-tracer experiments have

also shown Fe(II)-catalyzed isotopic exchange at pH 5.0, suggesting feasible adsorption and

interfacial electron transfer from aqueous Fe(II) at low pH.11

Conclusions

Using replica-exchange constant-pH molecular dynamics we calculated the distance-dependent

electrostatic potential at charged (110) goethite particle surfaces as a function of bulk solu-

tion pH, and then used this potential to estimate the energetics of sorption and interfacial

electron transfer of aqueous Fe(II) ions. We found that Fe(II) adsorbs preferentially in an

inner-sphere complex geometry above the PZC on the negatively charged surface, and in

an outer-sphere or outer-outer-sphere complex geometry below the PZC on the positively-

charged surface. The sorption geometry dictates the separation distance for electron ex-

change across the interface, which in turn determines adiabaticity. The position of free

energy barriers correlates well with the position of semi-rigid water layers, a manifestation

of hydration forces in determining the charge distribution at iron oxide/electrolyte interfaces.

However, the height of the energy barriers between various surface complexes is primarily

dictated by the electrostatics.
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Based on our simulation results we propose that the electron transfer mechanism switches

from the nonadiabatic regime at pH<PZC to the adiabatic regime at pH>PZC, which re-

sults in a smooth conversion of energetics and rates per adsorbed Fe(II) as a function of

pH. The pH-triggered change in mode of Fe(II) sorption while maintaining a relatively pH-

independent interfacial electron transfer rate suggests that the overall pH dependence of

Fe(II)-catalyzed recrystallization of goethite originates primarily from the sorption density

of Fe(II).10,11 Our findings are important because a similar interplay between surface charge

and interfacial reactivity should operate in other metal oxide/aqueous interfacial geochemical

processes involving redox-active metal oxide minerals.
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